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Award-winning and hugely popular artist Rosie Sanders showcases the beauty of the rose in her
follow up to Rosie Sanders Flowers. Over 80 stunning paintings and sketches are shown for the
first time. The artist writes a personal letter on each of her rose paintings (to be given unopened
to the final recipient or buyer of the painting). Many of these personal letters sit alongside the
paintings, as they explain the creative and emotional process she went through to create it. The
book is a revealing insight into the artist's muse and the author's sketches and drawings are also
included to show the full artistic process.The book is introduced by an extended essay on the
resonance of the rose – all across the world – in our art, literature, poetry, folklore and gardens.
The rose emblem is timeless and this book not only celebrates its beauty in art but tells the story
of the rose as one of nature's most powerful motifs.



ROSIE SANDERS’ROSESIntroductionCultivated for thousands of years for their beauty,
symbolism and medicinal qualities, roses are much more than just garden plants. They appear in
mythology, literature, religion, art, ballet and popular song, as well as being the national flower of
England, Bulgaria, Iran, the USA and many others. We look back through rose-tinted glasses
and aspire to live la vie en rose. One of the attractions of the rose is that it has always been
slightly mysterious, concealing a dual nature: the delicacy of the blooms versus the sharpness of
the thorns, associations with courtly love versus sexuality and pagan symbolism versus
Christian meaning. It is a flower that manages to be both pure and decadent. A duality William
Shakespeare recognises in Sonnet 35:Roses have thorns, and silver fountains mud;Clouds and
eclipses stain both moon and sun,And loathsome canker lives in sweetest bud.All men make
faults.How the rose came to beAll roses have their origins in the northern hemisphere between
the Tropic of Cancer and the Arctic Circle. Fossils up to twenty million years old have been found
in northern Europe, North America, China and Japan, indicating that the rose probably evolved
after Pangaea had split into northern Laurasia and southern Gondwanaland during the Mesozoic
Era. In other words, many, many years ago. There are over a hundred species from Asia, thirty to
forty from Europe and north-west Africa and twenty from America.The scientific theories may
place roses here but there are many other explanations for their creation. The Muslims believed
that they were formed from the sweat of Mohammed, which is why John Gerard, in his Herball of
1597, wrote that the Turks could not bear to see the leaves of roses on the ground. Even now
they will avoid stepping on fallen petals.The authorship of the 14th-century The Travels of Sir
John Mandeville may be open to debate but his description of how roses came into being is
charming, if unlikely. ‘Between this church and the city is the Field Floridus; it is called the “Field
of Flowers” because a young maiden was falsely accused of fornication, for which cause she
was to have been burnt in that place. She was led thither and bound to the stake and faggots of
thorns and other wood were laid round her. When she saw the wood begin to burn about her,
she prayed to our Lord she was not guilty of that crime He would help and save her, so that all
men might know it. When she had thus prayed, she entered into the fire - and immediately it
went out, and those branches that were alight became red rose-trees, and those that had not
caught became white ones, full of blooms. And those were the first roses and rose-bushes that
were ever seen.’In Greek literature the poet Anacreon wrote that roses were formed from the
foam that dripped from Aphrodite when she emerged from the sea. Another unlikely but equally
delightful theory.A little ancient historyIn a Minoan house at Knossos on Crete there remains one
of the earliest paintings of roses. The fresco depicts a simple five-petalled rose, similar to the
wild roses that still grow on the island. Frescoes were often painted to create a permanent
illusion of summer, or to make the gardens appear larger, and are therefore a good indicator of
the plants that were actually grown at the time. Herodotus, in the 5th century BC, describes
gardens ‘said to have belonged to Midas and where roses grow spontaneously, sixty blooms to
every bush, and sweeter smelling than any other flowers’. A hundred years later Theophrastus,
in his Historia Plantarum or Enquiry into Plants, describes a hundred-petalled rose which, like



those in Midas’ garden, may be an ancestor of the damask rose. He also describes people in
eastern Macedonia transplanting roses from Mount Pangaeus into their gardens, shifting the
plant from wild to cultivated.The popularity of roses during the Roman era can be seen in the
many frescoes and wall paintings, especially those preserved at Pompeii and Herculaneum.
They were popular garden plants and The House of the Gold Bracelet shows a red and white
rose at every stage from bud to flower. The flowers themselves heralded the arrival of warmer
weather and were used in food and drink, perfumes and at every celebration from orgies to
burials.Demand was so high that they were grown commercially in Campania and the famous
rose gardens at Paestum in Greece were described as rosetum meaning nursery rather than
rosarium or rose garden. Greenhouses were built in an attempt to prolong the flowering season
and it was here that the gardeners were credited with growing twice-flowering roses which were
praised by Virgil and Ovid. The Greeks had introduced roses into Egypt and early-flowering
roses were sent from there to Rome, where the season was also extended into winter with
blooms from Spain and other parts of North Africa.Pliny the Elder, in his Naturalis Historia or
Natural History, described several different roses but it is hard to identify individual species. He
incorrectly believed that their characteristics resulted from the soil in which they grew, with the
best roses growing near Rome and Naples, the brightest red flowers on the west coast of
Anatolia and the most scented in North Africa. What is probably more important is that his
writings show the great interest the Romans took in roses.His nephew, Pliny the Younger,
describes the roses at his villa at the foot of the Apennines in Tuscany in a letter to Domitius
Apollinaris: ‘The design and beauty of the buildings are greatly surpassed by the riding-ground...
the inner circuits – for there are several – are open to sunshine; roses grow there and the cool
shadow alternates with the pleasant warmth of the sun.’Roses were strewn in front of returning
Roman heroes and, in the early years of the Empire, military valour was rewarded with wreaths
of roses. In a cunning bid to charm Mark Antony, Cleopatra sailed to meet him in a magnificent
barge filled with rose petals and perfumed with exotic fragrances. Wealthy and powerful as he
was, he could not compete with such a spectacle, nor her unique beauty; as Chaucer said, ‘She
was fair as is the rose in May’.Rosalia was a Roman festival which usually took place in early
summer when the rose harvest was at its height. Mentioned from the 1st century AD onwards, it
involved feasting and debauchery. The Imperial army celebrated Rosaliae Signorum at the same
time, decorating their standards with roses. There was however always a fine line between
spectacle and decadence; the Greeks linked wreaths with effeminate behaviours and later in
Rome they gained decadent connotations. Increasingly they were worn at parties rather than in
military processions and it became customary to remove a few petals and put them into one’s
drink when responding to a toast. The participants at the feasts and orgies were often showered
with petals, reputedly, on occasion, suffocating under the petals. Lawrence Alma-Tadema’s
painting The Roses of Heliogabalus depicts the scene, with the emperor reclining on a raised
platform watching his guests being smothered by pink rose petals raining down on them from
above. Many years later Botticelli’s Venus was also shown in a shower of roses, albeit one less



violent. As the Roman Empire declined, roses came to be associated more and more with
decadence. Rose chaplets were forbidden during times of war and rulers were criticised for
using roses to mask the stench in the streets.As well as decoration, roses were used in food and
drink. Apicius, in his 1st-century De Re Coquinaria or On Cookery, describes rose wine which
was made by putting the best petals into a linen cloth and immersing it in the wine for seven
days. This was repeated three times, after which the wine could be strained and drunk with
honey. A less appealing recipe was for a Rose Dish or Pudding which involved pounding rose
hips and mixing them with calf’s brains, eggs and raisin wine. The mixture was placed in a
greased dish, cooked and then sprinkled with finely ground pepper.Monasteries & briarsAfter
the fall of the Roman Empire, roses were mostly grown in monasteries, one of the places where
cultivated gardens continued. The National Collection of Old-fashioned Roses is held at
Mottisfont Abbey in Hampshire but the nearby Romsey Abbey is credited with the first recorded
rose garden in England. William II (William Rufus) visited the abbey, ostensibly to see the roses
and herbs although it is more likely that he wanted to see the young Edith of Scotland, heiress to
the Saxon dynasty, who was being educated there. The abbess saw through his ruse, disguised
the girl as a nun and William had to content himself with admiring the flowers.Rosa rubiginosa,
also known as sweet briar or eglantine rose, is the wild rose of Europe and western Asia. In the
Middle Ages much of Europe was covered with impenetrable forests and the briars had thorns
which were of more consequence than the flowers. Ancient Germans worshipped their gods in
rose groves but these plants had little to do with love. Knightly lists, where tournaments were
held, were called rose gardens, but these battle grounds were far removed from the romantic
and symbolic flowers of the courtly love tradition. The wild briars had little direct influence on the
development of garden roses but they feature widely in literature; the dainty flowers growing
amongst sharp thorns making it the perfect plant to protect Sleeping Beauty while she slept,
awaiting the arrival of the Prince. An equally romantic view of briars, compared with the
regimented tulips in Germany, appears in Rupert Brooke’s nostalgic poem The Old Vicarage,
Grantchester:Here tulips bloom as they are told;Unkempt about those hedges blowsAn English
unofficial rose.Later Iris Murdoch used the ‘unofficial rose’ as the title for a novel set in a rose
nursery, with one of the main characters described ‘as messy and flabby and open as a bloody
dogrose’.In 800 AD Charlemagne published Capitulare de villis, which specified the plants that
should be grown in towns. Fruit trees and herbs made up the majority of the recommendations
but lilies and roses headed the list of flowers, probably for their beauty, symbolism and
usefulness.Roses were equally important in the Near and Middle East. When Saladin
conquered Jerusalem in 1187 he had the mosque cleansed with rosewater – reputedly carried
by five hundred camels. Babies born at the court of Constantinople were wrapped in rose petals,
a tradition that continued well into the 18th century, although rose-coloured gauze increasingly
replaced the petals. In Persia roses have always been associated with paradise gardens and
were called ‘a messenger of the garden of souls’. The extent of their use is unclear though as the
Persian word ‘gul’ means both rose and flower.The Wars of the RosesIn 1236 Eleanor of



Provence married Henry III in Canterbury Cathedral, bringing with her from France the rose as
her emblem. Her son Edward I used a white rose and when Edmund, her second son, became
1st Earl of Lancaster in 1275 he used a red rose as his emblem. The Red Rose of Lancaster is
thought to be Rosa gallica var. officinalis or the Apothecary’s Rose, while the White Rose of York
is Rosa x alba ‘Alba Semiplena’. Shakespeare creates a fictitious but believable scene in the
Temple Garden in London where Richard Plantagenet, later Duke of York, and the Duke of
Somerset, leader of the Lancastrians, each pick a rose to represent their
cause:PLANTAGENET:Let him that is a true-born gentlemanAnd stands upon the honour of his
birth,If he suppose that I have pleaded truth,From off this brier pluck a white rose with
me.SOMERSET:Let him that is no coward nor no flatterer,But dare maintain the party of the
truth,Pluck a red rose from off this thorn with me.(Henry VI, Part I, Act 2, scene iv)In 1910 Henry
A. Payne was commissioned to produce a painting as part of the decoration for the East Corridor
of the Houses of Parliament. His work Plucking the Red and White Roses in the Old Temple
Gardens may depict a fictitious event but it is an important representation of how the
propaganda in the 15th century described the union of the two warring houses and justified the
Tudor dynasty.In 1485 the wars ended when Henry Tudor defeated Richard III at the Battle of
Bosworth Field. Henry married Elizabeth of York, uniting the two households, and the roses were
combined to make the Tudor Rose with the Red Rose of Lancaster surrounding the White Rose
of York. John Gerard, in his Herball of 1597, writes of the rose representing the union of the two
houses: ‘The rose doth deserve the chief and prime place among all floures whatsoever; beeing
not onely esteemed for his beauty, vertues, and his fragrant and odiferous smell; but also
because it is the honour and ornament of our English Scepter, as by the conjunction appeareth,
of the uniting of those two most Royall Houses of Lancaster and Yorke.’ The title Wars of the
Roses was not used at the time and was probably first used by Sir Walter Scott in Anne of
Geierstein or The Maiden of the Mist in 1829 where he refers to them as the wars of the White
and Red Roses.Queen Elizabeth I took the eglantine rose as her symbol. The name comes from
the Latin aculeus meaning a needle, describing the prickly stems which surround the delicate
flowers; a perfect combination for a ruler who was both female and tough. It appears in many of
her portraits, not only as flowers but also woven into fabric and made into jewels. Coupled with
the Tudor Rose it emphasised both the power of the monarchy and the queen’s individual
strength. In a move to ensure the monarch’s favour, William Shakespeare used it to decorate
Titania’s bower in A Midsummer Night’s Dream:I know a bank where the wild thyme
blows,Where oxlips and the nodding violet grows,Quite over-canopied with luscious
woodbine,With sweet musk-roses and with eglantine:There sleeps Titania sometime of the
night,Lulled in these flowers with dances and delight.(Act 2, scene i)George Peele, best known
for his possible collaboration with William Shakespeare on Titus Andronicus, wrote these lines in
honour of the Queen’s birthday:Sett downe the day in characters of goldeAnd marke it with a
stone as white as milke,That cheerful sunnie day: weare EglantineAnd wreathes of Roses red
and white put on,
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Lidia, “Visual Feast. A visual feast- not really an instruction book on painting but very inspiring
and beautiful. I only wish the notes that accompany it were more readable- perhaps Rosie can
get a calligrapher friend to transcribe for the next book! Brought me back to my nursing days
trying to decipher doctors handwriting!”

Media Muze, “Utterly gorgeous, would be great gift. I absolutely love this book, colors are
inspirational in my glass art. Sublime while punchy. Any artist or avid gardener would appreciate
this beyond measure.”

mcerner, “Gloriously beautiful artwok. The paintings are stunning, some with close up detail. A
beautiful book for any who love roses.”

lauren gilliland, “Worth purchasing!. Rosie's art is a perfect reproduction of Gods glorious
creation!!! The only thing missing is the scent-aroma-sweet-perfume of His flowers!”

Cynthia Whipkey, “Beautiful, but.... Beautiful watercolor paintings, but they are huge! I wasn’t
looking for a coffee table book, which is what this book is. Her work is hands down gorgeous! I
wouldn’t have bought this book if I’d seen it in a store though.”

Le Petite Framboise, “Beautiful and masterful. Such a treat to have Rosie Sander's art to enjoy at
home in this lovely book. Can't help, but feel inspired by her art and what's clearly immersive and
passionate process.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Beautiful but dirty. The Book itself is beautiful! But the cover on the outside
arrived super dirty and I can’t seem to get it off. I’m considering returning it and hoping the next
one is in a better state! The Book hasn’t got a plastic cover around and therefore isn’t protected
in the box or a dirty warehouse! The Book itself is all I hoped for though!”

VAT, “Absolutely beautiful!. For anyone who likes watercolour or pictures of beauty this book is
wonderful! I just love the paintings and Rosie is surely one of the absolute best when it comes to
capturing creation on paper.  Thoroughly recommended!”

Lily Trelispen, “Beautiful book. A lovely looking book for anyone interested in gardening (rose
growing) and/or painting.”

Y, “Absolutely love this book. Absolutely love this book !!!”

The book by Rosie Sanders has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 175 people have provided feedback.
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